INTRODUCTION
Bladder cancer is one of the most prevalent and lethal malignant tunours. It wasreported that in the year 2008 almost 10,335 people were diagnosed with bladder cancer in the United Kingdom and it is the seventh most common cancer in the aforementioned. [1] Despite all the achievements in the field of bladder cancer such as early detection and better treatment in the form of refined surgical techniques, improved radiotherapy techniques along with newer chemotherapeutic agents, the tumour remains a lethal disease. [2] It is known that early detection of cancers improve survival, outcome and reduce recurrence. [3] Hence several investigators have routed to identify and investigate molecular markers, which could further contribute to early diagnosis, guide treatment and provide accurate prognostication. [2] [3] [4] [5] A biomarker is a molecular compound that can indicate a biological state. Several biomarkers are identified and investigated in various studies in relation to bladder cancer. These molecular markers are broadly classified into proteomic, genomic and epigenetic markers. [2] Proteomic means the study of protein structure and its function with techniques such as electrophoresis and mass spectrometry. [2] Nuclear matrix proteins (NMP 22) are bladder cancer markers that can be identified in the urine utilizing electrophoresis. [2] This marker is being investigated in some UK centres as an alternative to urine cytology. [6] Proteomics have become very popular due to the availability of latest techniques to help identify markers for bladder cancer. [2] Genomic means study of DNA or RNA sequence and the gene expression differences between tissue samples. [7] This requires technologies such as gene microarray, which can analyse thousands of DNA sequences in a very short time. Gene microarray can identify gene duplication and aberration that are thought to be contributing to tumour pathogenesis. [2] Examples of genomic markers include p53, fibroblast growth factor receptor -3 (FGFR-3) and retinoblastoma (pRB) genes. These markers have helped identify aberrant pathways in the pathogenesis of bladder cancer. [2] Single nucleotide polymorphism in certain genes is also investigated in relation to bladder cancer. [2] Epigenetic means changes in the genes function without any alteration in its structure.
The common epigenetic processes, which are investigated in the balder cancer, are methylation of DNA and histone acetylation. [8] In normal circumstances DNA methylation is an important part of homeostasis as it results in stability and transcription of genes. However, hypermethylation results in "silencing" especially those of tumour suppressors genes can result in tumour formation. [9] Similar observations had been made by others as well that hypermethylation of the DNA causes inactivation of certain genes, which is an important step in the early phases of tumour pathogenesis. [10] At least more than twenty different biomarkers for bladder cancer have been investigated; some of them have been discarded and labelled as irrelevant. [2] Whilst others that are investigated frequently and show consistence relevance have been incorporated into certain prognosis programmes. [2] One such programme is Bladder Cancer Prognosis Programme (BCPP) at University of Birmingham, UK.
The aim of this article is to provide an upto-date and in depth review of the most frequently studied biomarkers. We aimed to illustrate the most important biomarkers that have shown consistent relevance in relation to bladder cancer, in a logical and easily understandable approach to all those interested in bladder cancer biology.
METHODOLOGY
Biomarkers that were mentioned in crucial urological textbooks or those accepted by authoritative institutions were searched individually for new evidence. The key words used for the literature review were 'biomarkers', 'bladder cancer' and 'molecular markers'. The search was conducted on the PubMed, Google scholar and NHS library search engines. The biomarkers mentioned and referenced in Campbell-Walsh Urology (10th edition). The Scientific Basis of Urology (3rd edition) and the BCPP were searched individually for further new evidence to support their significance in the bladder cancer. We additionally paid specific attention to bladder cancer biomarkers that are FDA approved. Biomarkers that were not supported by level-3 or above evidence and unidentified genes located on the long arm of chromosomes 9 were excluded form this review. Unidentified genes, which are believed to be located on the long arm of chromosome 9 that have shown relevance to the low-grade bladder urothelial cancer were also excluded form this review.
RESULTS
Most frequently studied biomarkers NMP22 is a nuclear matrix protein that is extensively studied in relation to bladder cancer diagnosis and surveillance. [6] This nuclear protein is responsible for cell separation during cellular division and for keeping nuclear chromatid in order. Small quantities of the this protein is daily excreted in urine in normal circumstances, however exceeded amount of this protein beyond certain threshold is considered diagnostic of bladder cancer. [11] It is identified and measured in the urine through quantitative ELISA laboratory technique. [11] Attempts had been made with conflicting results to replace this with urine cytology in both initial diagnosis and subsequent follow-up of the bladder cancer. The sensitivity and specificity of the original NMP22 immunoassay has ranged from 47%-100% and 60% -90%, respectively. [12] However, a prospective trial, which analysed the significance of NMP22 in a screening scenario of highrisk patients, based on 1,609 chemical workers from Germany reported the sensitivity and specificity at 28%and 89%, respectively. [13] Furthermore, the specificity of NMP22 is substantially reduced in the presence of inflammation, infectious diseases, urinary calculi, foreign body, instrumentation and bowel interposition used for bladder augmentation or repair. [14] Bladder tumour antigen (BTA) is a protein that is released from normal human cells in order to protect them from autoimmunity. [15] This protein is akin to human complement factor H (FH) both structurally and functionally. It is believed that BTA is released from cancerous cells to evade destruction by the host immunity. [15] The test is based on the reagent that identifies higher levels of FH in the urine. [16] There are two variants of the test, the BTA Stat and BTA Trak. Reported sensitivity and specificity for BTA Stat and BTA Trak are 52%-780%, 51%-100% and 69%-871%, 73%-92%, respectively. [16] These variants of the BTA test are comparatively more sensitive but less specific to urine cytology as those conditions that affects NMP22 performance also disturbs BTA performance. [14] A recent case control study found that BTA assays might be measuring serum FH present in the haematuria rather than detecting BTA, which can result in false-positive BTA tests for conditions other than bladder cancers. [17] Fibroblast growth factors are a clan consisted of 18 growth factors (FGFs) and 4 FGF-homologous factors (FHFs). [18] They have a vital role during both homeostasis (embryogenesis, development, and wound healing) and in pathological process. [18] FGFR-3 mutation of these genes can occur due to various factors. [19] Mutated genes results in over-expression that has a strong association with low-grade non-muscle invasive (PTa) transitional cell carcinomas (TCCs) of the uroepithelium. However, there is a negative correlation between the grade and stage of transitional cell carcinomas and the degree of FGFR-3 over-expression. High grades and higher stage TCCs are associated with decreasing expression of FGFR-3, whilst lower grades non-muscle invasive bladder cancers are associated with increased expression. Hence this particular marker can provide valuable prognostic information in the bladder carcinoma. [19] FGFR-3 mutations detectable in the urine assays are potential future non -invasive screening tests for non-muscle invasive bladder cancers. [20] It is reported that in most benign bladder lesions (low malignant potential neoplasms and urothelialpapillomas) and low-grade andstage tumours (papillary urothelialneoplasia of low malignant potential; TaG1), FGRF-3 mutations are reaching in over 80%. [20] Furthermore, it is shown that FGFR inhibition has a cytotoxic role on urothelial cancer cells; hence targeting these pathways are currently being studied in trails as potential treatment options for urothelial cancers. [21] p53 is a tumour suppressor gene that is found at the short arm of chromosome 17. [22] This gene has an important role in the cell cycle regulation and apoptosis. [23] Mutation of p53 has strong association with high grade and high stage bladder cancers. [22] Up to 50% of muscle invasive bladder cancers show mutation in p53. [23] Although some studies have shown that p53 has association with progression but a recently well-designed study has found no utility for p53 in predicting survival. [22] [23] [24] It is suggested by a meta-analysis of 117 studies that there is insufficient evidence to conclude that p53 is a good prognostic marker. [25] Similarly, a recent trail has shown that there was no significant difference in the recurrence rate in patients with urothelial cancer that had positive or negative p53 mutations. [26] However, others have reported p53 significance. One such study has shown the frequency of FGFR-3 and p53 mutation according to the tumour grade and stage as follows. [10] Figure 1: Prevalence of the TP53 mutation increasing with tumour grade and pathology stage. Prevalence of the FGFR3 mutation decreasing with tumour grade and pathology stage. [10] pRB or the retinoblastoma gene is also a tumour suppressor gene, which has a central role in apoptosis and cell growth regulation. [8] Mutation or deletion of this gene has strong association in many cancers including early phases of bladder carcinogenesis. [8] pRB genes deletion or mutation can represent higher grades, stages and even poor prognosis. [8] It can also predict failure of BCG and hence it could prove to be a good prognostic tool. [8] EGFRs and its related proteins (HER1-4) are other tumour promoters, which are part of tyrosine kinase growth factor receptors. [27] These receptors send signals to cells, controlling growth and differentiation. [27] Over-expression of these markers has strong association with high grade and high stage bladder cancers. [8] Clinical trials are underway evaluating the therapeutic effect of EGFR inhibitors in bladder cancer. [8] These markers can provide both prognostic and therapeutic information in bladder cancer. [2] VEGF is a tumour promoter gene that promotes angiogenesis, an essential step in carcinogenesis. [7] The expression of this particular marker is present in almost all types of bladder TCCs and its increased expression is associated with increased stage and grade. [7] VEGF can be isolated both from urine and serum; the presence of high level of VEGF in the latter could represent tumour metastasis. [27, 28] Some trails are currently underway investigating the therapeutic role of VFGF inhibitors in cancers. [29] Suramin is a strong inhibitor of the VEGF and other angiogenic factors, which has shown efficacy in preventing angiogenesis during in vitro studies. [29] Thus VEGF is a marker of huge interest and might help oncologists to provide us with drugs that could help fight the disease.
Ki-67 is a proteomic marker and is present in the nucleus of the cells that are rapidly dividing such as those of cancer cells. [30] It is used as a measurement of cell growth fraction, which can help identify tumours with aggressive properties. [31] Ki-67 can be identified both in the tissue sample with immunohistochemistry (IHC) and in the urine. Urinary Ki-67 can help differentiate low-grade urothelial cancers from highgrade cancers. [30] Increased expression of the marker has strong correlation with increased grade, stage, increased risk of recurrence and poor prognosis. [31, 32] Survivin is another biomarker of huge current interest, which is investigated in various human cancers including bladder cancer. [33] It was first investigated in 2001 as urinary marker for bladder cancer diagnosis. [33] Survivin is located at the short arm of chromosome 17 and is normally expressed only by embryonic and foetal tissues. [34] However, it is reported that survivin is minimally expressed in normal human tissues as well. It has important role in normal cell division and inhibition of apoptosis. [34] The expression of survivin has been reported in various malignancies and is a marker of grave prognosis. [34] Als and colleagues have identified survivin and another protein called emmprin as independent prognostic factors of poor outcome following chemotherapy for bladder cancer. [35] It is believed that survivin is almost solely extracted from malignant tissues, which can be gauged in urine at the mRNA and protein level. [35] A study based on 278 Egyptian patients with bladder cancer showed that urinary survivin was positive 75.5% and 10.7% in malignant and benign cases respectively. [36] Chinese publishers recently published a paper on the role of survivin in the bladder cancer. [37] They found that none of the adjacent normal urothelial tissues to the cancerous bladder tissue had expressed survivin whilst 60% of bladder cancerous had expressed surviving. [37] They also found the expression of survivin was correlated with grade and stage of bladder cancer. [37] The following Figure 2: 30 patients screened for the expression of surviving. Patients categorised according to their histologcal grade, recurrence and metastasis. [37] A recent systematic review looking at the role of urinary survivin in the bladder cancer diagnosis found that the pooled sensitivity and specificity of the urinary survivin tests were 0.772 (95% confidence interval [CI] 0.745 -0.797) and 0.918 (95% CI 0.899 -0.934), respectively. [38] It also reported that urinary survivin had better sensitivity than urinary cytology for diagnosing bladder cancer. [38] Cytokeratin-20 is normally present in the umbrella cells of the urothelium. [39] The expression of the CK-20 in the deeper cells layers represents bladder carcinoma. CK-20 expression in the deeper cells layer has association with disease recurrence and progression. [39] Normal staining behaviour, that is, the expression of CK-20 only in the umbrella cells has almost no association with carcinoma in-situ. [40] Thus expression of CK-20 in the deeper layers of urothelium could mean aggressive behaviour. [8] The level of CK-20 expression in the urine can also predict the level of invasiveness. It has been shown that the expression of CK-20 in the urine was comparatively lower in pTa tumours than ≥pT2 tumours. [41] The "epigenetic" word refers to changes that are not resulted from or caused by shifts in the primary nucleotide sequence of the DNA. [9] In other words, the epigenetic alterations are transferable changes to offspring's that does not involve any structural changes of the DNA. [42] Due to the accumulation of quality data supporting genetic alterations in cancer pathogenesis back in 1980s and 1990s, the interest in epigenetics declined. [9] However, convincing evidence has reemerged involving silencing of genes due to DNA methylation in cancer pathogenesis. [43] It is believed that DNA methylation leads to the inactivation of the tumour suppressor genes that consequently ensues in neoplasia formation. [43] DNA hypermethylation is frequent epigenetic alterations that are seen in most cancers and is widely linked to the bladder cancer pathogenesis and aggressiveness. [44] These altered (hypermethylated) genes could be identified noninvasively in the urine samples. [45] A recent well-designed publication studied 10 of the most frequently hypermethylated genes identified in the urine sediments of patients and control group. [44] Based on their multigene predictive model, they found 4 out of the 10 mentioned genes had 81% and 97% sensitivity and specificity, respectively for bladder cancer diagnosis. [44] Hedgehog signalling is a pathway of new interest in bladder cancer that is studied by Michelin and colleagues. [46] They reported that hedgehog signalling is essential in embryonic stage for tissue morphogenesis. [46] Increased activity of this pathway is considered to be highly carcinogenic and donates increased invasive behaviour to some tumours. [47] They concluded although hedgehog singling is not likely to be involved in bladder cancer, but a downstream hedgehog signalling mediator (Gli2) is been reported to be associated with invasive behaviour of the bladder cancer cells.
[46]
DISCUSSION
As previously mentioned that more than twenty different biomarkers for bladder cancer have been investigated; some of them have been discarded and labelled as irrelevant. Whilst others that are investigated frequently and have shown consistence relevance have been incorporated into prognosis programmes. One such programme is BCPP at University of Birmingham, England. They argued that they have incorporated the seven most common and most relevant markers in their study. These markers include FGFR-3, epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR), pRB, p53, Ki-67, vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF) and cytokeratin (CK) -20.
[3] Some other investigators have incorporated four markers (p53, pRB, p21 and p27) in their study. [20] It is interesting observation that these two well-known studies have only two markers (p53 and pRB) in common. While various other researchers had been investigating the role of one or two markers in the bladder cancer such as the predictive role of CD44v6 absence have been investigated in relation to bladder cancer. [47] CD44v6 is a protein located on the surface of the uroepithelial cells and is believed to be an important protein for cell adhesion and migration. [47] Its absence is shown to help tumour progression and distant metastasis. [47] Hideaki Miyake and colleagues studied the prognostic value of Insulin-like growth factor (IGF) binding protein -2 to IGF binding protein-3 ratio in 97 patients, which had undergone radical cystectomy for muscle invasive bladder cancer. [48] The study group was divided in to those with recurrence (group A) and without recurrence (group B). They found that IGFBP-2 mRNA expression was statistically higher in group A than in B, while the expression of IGFBP-3 mRNA was significantly lower in group A than in B. [48] They have also shown a significant difference in the relative expression ratio of IGFBP-2 to IGFBP-3 (BP-2/BP-3 ratio) between the groups studied. [48] Clinical and laboratory science had shown that there are two distinct pathways in bladder cancer pathogenesis the Ta (non muscle invasive) and carcinoma in-situ (CIS) pathways. [44] Non-invasive tumours are believed to be arising from hyperplasia of the urothelium, have a greater (80%) tendency of recurrence following resection, but they rarely (5-10%) progress to invasive tumours and unpredictably to high-grade T1 tumours and then to invasive tumours. [50] However, one in two CIS (arising from dysplasia of urothelium) progress to T1 and then to muscle-invasive tumours. [50] Muscle-invasive bladder cancers are reported to arise through the CIS pathway in 80% of cases. [45] A recent review article on molecular genetics of the bladder cancer have reported that muscle invasive bladder cancers are associated with molecular markers that are characteristic to the process of EMT (epithelial-to-mesenchymal transformation). [51] FGFR-3 mutation is commonly associated with non-muscle invasive bladder cancers whilst a p53 mutation is seen in half of the muscle invasive bladder cancers. [49] There is no doubt that understanding of the pathogenesis of bladder carcinogenesis at its molecular level will help identify and explain the heterogeneous clinical behaviour observed in various urothelial cancers. Molecular level knowledge can help provide individualized prognostication and would be invaluable for better risk stratification, which can guide clinical decisions with precision. The standard prognostic information in the form of tumour grade, stage and lymph node status is regarded as insufficient to explain the varied biological potential and varied clinical behaviour observed in the bladder cancers. [15] Hence, various investigators have routed to understand bladder cancer at the molecular level and find biomarkers that can be used alongside the standard prognostic information to stratify risk and guide adjuvant therapy. It is believed that non-muscle invasive and muscle invasive bladder urothelial carcinomas have different molecular entities and identifying these markers can help differentiate them. [51] FGRF-3, H-RAS, P13K and deletion of the chromosome9 (long arm) are markers of the non-muscle invasive cancer while mutation or deletion in the pRB, p53 and PTEN are associated with carcinoma in-situ. [51] It is increasingly appreciated that vast majority of patients that undergoes cystectomy and were thought to have had organ-confined tumours, had been under-staged. [52] The current standard staging system will understage up 70% patients that are undergoing cystectomy, which poses an important problem in the management of bladder cancer. [53] Despite the fact that no specific marker can accurately predict extravesical extension of the tumour, some of markers, which are associated with high stage and grade, can predict to a degree the possibility of extravesical extension. [52] Bladder cancer is notorious for the nuisance that it causes due to the high risk of recurrence. [10] The recurrence rate can be as much as 90%, and 25% of the tumours that recur become muscle invasive. [10] Clinical and pathological parameters such as tumour stage and grade are used in standard practice to predict outcome, but have been disputed as an insufficient with limited value. [10] Molecular markers can provide additional information to predict outcome and the risk of recurrence. FGRF-3 mutation is associated with a low risk of recurrence while p53 mutation is associated with a high risk of recurrence. [10] It is worth mentioning that so far no single marker that could reliably detect, predict the stage and outcome of surgery for bladder cancers had been identified. Nonetheless, some markers have unique value in various aspects of the disease. Such as they can provide diagnostic and prognostic information while others can help in targeting the therapy. Some of these biomarkers such as fluorescence insitu hybridisation (FISH), Immuno-Cyt, NMP22, BTA Stat, and BTA Trak have been granted approval by the American FDA in bladder cancer screening of highrisk populations and for bladder cancers follow up. However, their supplemental role in predicting disease aggressiveness is yet to be validated. [50] 
CONCLUSION
The number of biomarkers investigated in relation to bladder cancer exceeds more than twenty but a handful of them have shown consistence relevance and only a few of them had been incorporated in to certain prognosis programmes. So far no single marker has been identified, which can predict the overall status of the disease but a combination of a few markers can provide additional information to help diagnosis, provide prognostics and guide therapy. Multi centre validation studies are required to identify and validate these novel markers. As knowledge about molecular markers expands and data accumulates, it is possible that molecular grading and staging would be finally incorporated in to the standard practice.
